In this paper, we develop an Intelligent Wheelchair (IW) system for the people with various disabilities. The main function of our system is three-fold: 1) user intention recognition, 2) obstacle detection and avoidance, and 3) situation awareness. For this, it is composed of an electric powered wheelchair, two cameras, 8 ultrasonic sensors, laptop computer and DAQ board. Through analyzing the images obtained from a PC camera, it allows user for controlling the IW using their face movement and mouth shape. In addition to prevent the dangerous situation such as collision with people or traffic vehicles, the hybrid navigation system and situation awareness are simultaneously executed. Using a camera and 8 range sensors, our IW can detect various obstacles and find the safe path to avoid them. In particular, by analyzing the texture properties of the images, it can classify the current situation where a user is standing on as sidewalk, roadway and traffic intersection, which prevents the collisions of vehicle at the traffic intersection. Some participants tested our system and then the results show that it can provide a user friendly, convenient interface and safety wheelchair control.
Introduction
With the increase of elderly and disabled people, a wide range support devices and care equipment have been developed to help improve their quality of life. Traditionally, the wheelchair, including powered and manual ones, is the most popular and important assistive device for the disabled and the elderly. In particular, Intelligent Wheelchairs (IWs) have received considerable attention as mobility aids [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Essentially, IWs are electric powered wheelchairs (EPWs) with an embedded computer and sensors, giving them intelligence. Two basic techniques have been used to develop IWs: 1) auto navigation techniques for automatic obstacle avoidance and 2) convenient interfaces that allow handicapped users to control the IW themselves using their limited physical abilities.
During last decades, many navigation systems have been investigated for IWs, and they have used a combination of bumpers, infrared (IR) sensors, ultrasonic senors, and sonar sensors for collision avoidance [2] [3] . The NavChair was presented for the elderly people [2] , which can detect various obstacles with range sensors such as IRs and ultrasonics, and help guide the user safely past obstacles and narrow space. In addition, a drive-safe-system (DSS) was developed for IWs to provide safe and independent mobility to the visually impaired [3] . The DSS can detect various obstacles using 2 bumpers, 5 IRs and 5 ultrasonics, moreover provide the wall following and crossing the doors in indoors. However they are suffered from specula reflections and poor angular resolution. In addition to detect various obstacles such as small or flat objects, they require many sensors which high capacity. As an alternative to such navigations, vision-based navigation has been received many attentions [4] [5] [6] . In our previous work, we develop IW for the people with various disabilities and the elderly people, which can support the convenient interface and the accurate obstacle avoidance.
Although many systems are working well on indoors and outdoors, they still have one major problem. In outdoor environments, many urban traffic and pedestrian accidents are occurred at intersections, which are also especially dangerous for the severely disabled people and cognitively impaired people. To fully guarantee the safety of the wheelchair users, the mechanism to recognize the outdoor situation should be attached to the IWs.
In this paper, we present a new intelligent wheelchair (IW) to provide safety to the people with various disabilities and the elderly people. The proposed IW is composed of an electric powered wheelchair, two cameras, 8 ultrasonic sensors, laptop computer, DAQ board and data acquisition board. Then, one camera is used for rec camera and sensors, the IW can detect obstacles including static obstacles (i.e. walls and building) and moving obstacles such as people and vehicles. Thus, the proposed IW is composed of three main modules to support for more safety: 1) user intention recognition, 2) obstacle detection and avoidance, and 3) situation awareness. Through analyzing the images obtained from a PC camera, our IW the user intention recognition module allows user for controlling the IW using their face movement and mouth shape. should detect various obstacles and find the viable path to avoid them. For this, a hybrid navigation is adopted using both sensor values and camera, where obstacles are detected using the sensor values and background subtraction, and viable paths are determined by support vector machine (SVM)-based texture classifier. Finally, the situation awarenes
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed IW, several dataset have been first collected from real environments with various illumination types and complex structures, and then the experiments were performed. Then, the results showed that the proposed system can recognize the outdoor place types with an accuracy of 98.25% and produce the viable paths with an accuracy of 89.92% on outdoors.
Proposal Intelligent Wheelchair
In this paper, we developed the IW system for the people with various disabilities and the elderly people. With our system, the disabled people can control a wheelchair with only their minimal user motion. In addition to detect various obstacles in real environment and avoid them, a hybrid navigation is presented using both a camera and several range sensors. Then, to fully guarantee the users safety, situation awareness is developed to automatically recognize the traffic intersections to make users prevent the collisions with vehicles. Fig. 1 shows the architecture of the proposed IW. As shown in Fig. 1 , it is composed of an EPW (Electric Powered Wheelchair), data acquisition board (USB-6009), a CCD camera and vision system. A data acquisition board (DAQ-board) is used to control the wheelchair according to the recognized results from vision system. The data acquisition board and a vision system are connected via a serial port. In our system, a MacBook (APL-A1181(B)) notebook is used as a vision system to process a video streaming received from a CCD camera. The camera is connected to a vision system through an IEEE 1394 port. The detail description is illustrated in Table 1 .
Firstly, it receives and displays a live video streaming of the user sitting on the wheelchair in front of the PC computer. Then, user can control the wheelchair directly by changing their face inclination and mouth shape. If the t While a user is moving in an unfamiliar environment, intelligent wheelchair receives both a live video streaming for the scene from CCD camera and the ranges to the obstacles from 8 ultrasonic sensors, which are processed and analyzed by the processor. In the obstacle avoidance module, a variety of obstacles around the user are detected, thereafter some safe paths to avoid them are recognized. In the situation awareness module, it recognizes the place type where a user stands on as sidewalk and intersection. If the current place is considered as intersection, it notifies the result to users and makes the user stop his walking to prevent the collisions with vehicles. These commands are delivered to the converter (DAQ board), thereby the wheelchair are operated.
The details of the respective modules are described in Section 4 and 5. 
User Intention Recognition
In the user intention recognition, the facial region is firstly obtained using the Adaboost algorithm, and the mouth region is detected based on edge information. Thereafter, the mouth shape and face movement are analyzed: 1) the face inclination is calculated by the finding the orientation that minimize the inertial of face region; 2) the mouth shape is recognized by template matching, which is obtained by K-means clustering, respectively. All of the recognition results are delivered to the Converter, which operates the IW. The details are described in our previous work [8] .
Obstacle Avoidance
In our system, to fully guarantee the users safety, both the camera and the range sensors are used to detect the dangerous situation such as static obstacles and moving obstacles. Then, the obstacle avoidance behavior overrides other behavior to ensure safety.
Vision-Based navigation
Here, all information for environments that a user is positioning is represented as the form of occupancy map and the viable paths are generated by learning the visual scene contexts among occupancy maps for respective paths using support vector machine (SVM).
Occupancy map generation
A cell in occupancy map model the risk of the corresponding area by gray color level, so we first design the map fitted to the environments. In current, we used a CCD camera which focal length of 120° like human vision. It has the resolution size at 320×240.
For the occupancy map generation, we estimate the background model by simple online learning, and compare it with every frame received from a CCD camera, thereby classifying the current frame as obstacles and others. Here we use the simplified version of obstacle detection method presented in [9] . The background color is estimated from only the reference area rather than a whole image. In our system, the trapezoidal area in front of camera. The input image is filtered by 5×5 Gaussian filters to reduce the noise, and transformed into the HSI color space. From the reference area, two color histograms are calculated for Hue and Intensity. These histograms are accumulated for recent five frames, which are used as background model. The background model is continuously updated as a new frame is input. Once the background model is obtained, the classification is performed. For every frame, each pixel is classified as follows:
, where the is the threshold value for hue histogram and is the threshold value for intensity histogram . In this paper, the hue and intensity thresholds are set to 60 and 80, respectively Based on the background classification results, an occupancy map is produced, where each cell is allocated at a walking area and it has the different gray color levels according the occupancy of obstacles.
Here 10 gray-scales are used according to the risk. Then, the gray scale of a cell is determined by 1/10(# of pixels classified as obstacles). A certain gray color is assigned to each pixel, according to its risk. The brighter a grid cell, the more closely space obstacles. Fig. 2(a) shows the input image and Fig. 2(b) shows the generated 32×24 occupancy map result. For the first and second images, the proposed method success in correctly detecting the obstacles, while it fails to detect some obstacles in the third image. The main cause is the time-varying illumination. To compensate the affects by such situational effects, the learning-based path generation is developed.
Path generation
In this paper, we develop the learning based path generation method that can automatically extract the scene contexts from real-time streaming, and use them to determine viable paths, through machine learning.
Here, we use a support vector machine (SVM) as a classifier. On the learning stage, we trained and constructed the support vectors (SVs) to discriminate the viable directions on the current situation. The standard SVM algorithm has been designed for binary classification problems. To apply such SVMs to four-directions classification, a decision tree is adopted, where each node corresponds to one binary classifier that determines if an example belongs to one specific direction class. The structure of such a decision tree is as follows: the classification is first performed to divide the current situation into move or stop, then the classification of go and turn is performed, finally the classification of turn-left and turn-right is performed. In experiments, these sensors can cover the range to 2m from the wheelchair, whereas the vision-based navigation module can detect 0.4m to 14m. In addition, through analyzing the images obtained from the CCD camera, we can recognize if the user is approaching to the traffic intersection, thereby preventing the collisions of traffic vehicles. The details will be illustrated in next section.
Sensor based navigation

Situation Awareness
The situation awareness can intersection and roadway. For this, it is composed of ROIs extraction, feature extraction and classification.
ROIs Extraction
We assume the pixels around boundaries of sidewalks and roadways have distinctive textures. At such boundaries, we can easily observe the vertical or horizontal lines, which is shown in Fig. 5(a) . Then, the boundaries oriented to the horizontal were found in the images corresponding to intersection, whereas boundaries close to the vertical were observed in the images corresponding to sidewalks. Therefore, the proposed method first detects the boundaries in between roadways and sidewalks. The boundary is detected by Canny operator and Hough transform. As shown in Fig. 5(b) , the input image is binarized into boundary pixels and others.
Feature Extraction
To classify the outdoor place, texture and color of ROIs are considered. To describe feature of intersection and sidewalk, various visual information have been considered. Here, saturation and intensity are considered to describe the color, and histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) is used to describe the texture.
Generally, the pixels corresponding to the roadway have the distinctive color information. Such regions have the lower saturations than others, as the half of them belongs to the roadways that are marked by gray color. Accordingly, we use the saturation and intensity to discriminate these situations. Then, the saturation and intensity for every 20 20 sized sub-region is computed as average of each quarter sub-region.
In addition, the HOG is the feature descriptor to count the occurrences of gradient orientation in the sub-regions of an image, which is many used for object detection.
For all 20 20 sized sub-regions, the HOGs are calculated by the following procedures1) we compute gradient magnitude and orientation of each pixel using the Sobel malize the HOG. Therefore, HOG R is obtained like Fig. 4 shows the characteristics of the HOGs, for some different types of regions. Fig. 4(a) shows the HOG distributions for the sub-regions corresponding to the boundaries, and Fig. 4(b) shows results for the parts of some objects. Interestingly, in Figs. 4(a) and (b), they showed distinctive distributions according to their class. Generally, for the sub-regions of the boundaries, the distribution of HOGs tends to be biased at specific histogram bins. On the other hand, the other regions have the relatively uniformly distributed HOGs.
Classification
To determine the current situation out of three possible situations, {sidewalk, roadway, intersection}, two SVMs are hierarchically used, as follows:
by learning the textures between intersection and roadway.
On online stage, the current situation is first categorized as sidewalk and others, then it is re-categorized as intersection and roadway. Fig. 5(a) , the classification result is shown in Fig.  5(b) , where a red-color pixel and a bluerespectively. As shown in Fig. 5(c) , the classification result has some errors (noises), as the decision is locally performed on each pixel. Thus, the smoothing is performed on the texture classification results to globally combine the individual decisions on a whole image. For this, we design the grid map, where each cell is sized at 80×80 (See Fig. 5(d) ). This grid map is overlaid onto the classification result, then the decision is made on each cell, instead of on every pixel. The situation of a cell is determined by the majority rule. For example, if most pixels of a cell are assigned as intersections, the cell is also considered as intersection. Fig. 5(e) shows the final classification result, where the red-block and the blue block denote the sidewalk and intersection classes, respectively. 
Experimental Results
To assess the effectiveness of the proposed IW, experiments were performed on the images obtained from indoors and outdoors. For the practical use as mobility aids of the elderly and disabled people, the proposed system should be robust to environmental factors, such as different place types and lightening conditions. Therefore, 80,000 indoor and outdoor images, including official buildings, department stores, and underground areas, were collected over one year at different times. Among them, some images were used for evaluating the proposed outdoor situation awareness and some were used for evaluating the performance of the obstacle detection. Table 2 The experimental data for evaluating the obstacle detection method Table 2 shows the dataset used for evaluating the obstacle detection module. A total of 80,000 images were collected, which were then categorized into 4 datasets, according to their illumination, background texture, and obstacles. Table 3 shows the experimental data used for evaluating the situation awareness module. A total of 1742 images were collected, which were then categorized into 6 datasets, according to their environmental complexity. Fig. 6 shows the performance summarization of obstacle detection and situation awareness. The average accuracies were about 98.25% and 89.92%, respectively.
The main purpose of the proposed system is to help the safe mobility of the user and to prevent some dangerous collisions with vehicles or obstacles. For its practical use as an assistive device, the real time processing should be supported. The average frame processing times for the outdoor situation awareness and for obstacle detection were about 442.04ms and 5.03ms, respectively. As such, the proposed method can process more than 4 frames per second on low-performance computer. As such, the proposed method can process more than 9 frames per second on lowperformance computer. 
Conclusions
In this system, an assistive device, intelligent wheelchair equipped situation awareness was presented to help the safe mobility of the people with various disabilities and the elderly people. The main goal of the proposed system is to automatically recognize some dangerous situations such as intersection, vehicle and obstacle and prevent the collisions of them. Thus, the proposed system is composed of three main modules: 1) user intention recognition, 2) obstacle detection and avoidance, and 3) situation awareness. To assess the validity of the proposed system, we have conducted experiments with 80,000 images, then the results showed that can recognize the situation awareness with an accuracy of 98.25% and produce the viable paths with an accuracy of 89.92%, thereby assisting safer navigation for the people with various disabilities and the elderly people in real-time. 
